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Figure C.1 Executive summary - Finland
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C.1. Background
Situated in the Baltic Sea and Arctic regions with a long border with Russia, Finland’s defence and
security decisions are influenced by its geographic location and related geopolitical considerations,
including its position as a neutral non-NATO state.1 The country has a historic policy of armed neutrality
and participates in cooperation frameworks such as NATO’s Partnership for Peace programme and
NORDEFCO as well as other multilateral initiatives. In 2018, Finland spent EUR 2.872 billion on
defence, representing just over 1 per cent of the country’s GDP. Finland is one of the largest importers of
defence equipment in Europe.2 The majority of defence equipment is acquired through foreign
procurements except for the land domain, where Patria is the dominant supplier and an active exporter.3

The defence industry is plays a major role in supplying and maintaining defence equipment and materiel.4
With the exception of Patria, Finnish defence industry is primarily focused on the domestic market with
export efforts a recent and increasingly important development for the sector.5 Nearly all of Finland’s
defence, aerospace and security companies are SMEs under private ownership.6 In 2016, the Finnish
defence and security companies directly employed approximately 6,100 people and had an annual
turnover of EUR1.4 billion, with 46 per cent of the turnover deriving from exports.7 Finnish DTIB has a
high level of expertise in electronics, software, and information systems, even without the the wider
industrial capabilities needed to compete at the platform level (outside of Patria’s success as a primecontractor in the armoured vehicles market).8

1

Prime Minister's Office Publications. 2017. ‘Government's Defence Report.’ July 2017. As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/3688/J07_2017_Governments_Defence_Report_Eng_PLM_160217.pdf; Ministry of
Defence. 2017. ‘Industry for Defence and a Prosperous Britain: Refreshing Defence Industrial Policy.’ As of 27
September
2018:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/669958/DefenceI
ndustrialPolicy_Web.pdf
2
Ministry of Defence of Finland. 2007. ‘Defence and Security Industrial Strategy.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/1151/PUTU_FINAL_in_English.pdf
3
Prime Minister's Office Publications. 2017. ‘Government's Defence Report.’ July 2017. As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/3688/J07_2017_Governments_Defence_Report_Eng_PLM_160217.pdf
4
Ministry of Defence of Finland. 2007. ‘Defence and Security Industrial Strategy.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/1151/PUTU_FINAL_in_English.pdf
5
Ministry of Defence of Finland. 2007. ‘Defence and Security Industrial Strategy.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/1151/PUTU_FINAL_in_English.pdf
6
Association of Finnish Defence and Aerospace Industries (homepage). 2018. As of 27 September 2018:
https://pia.teknologiateollisuus.fi/node/60
7
Association of Finnish Defence and Aerospace Industries (homepage). 2018. As of 27 September 2018:
https://pia.teknologiateollisuus.fi/node/60
8
Teknologiateollisuus
(homepage).
n.d.
As
of
27
September
2018:
https://teknologiateollisuus.fi/fi/ajankohtaista/uutiset/suomen-avaruusteollisuus-luo-kasvua-myos-muilleteollisuudenaloille
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C.1.1. Key industry players
In 1997 a consolidated Patria – the largest national player – was created, following mergers of a large
portion of the country’s defence industry.9 Until March 2016. Patria was fully owned by the Finnish
state, until the government sold 49.9 per cent the company to Norway’s Kongsberg, leaving a 50.1 per
cent majority public stake. Finnish DTIB includes a number of SALW manufacturers and
communications solutions providers, including around 80-90 high-tech SMEs, such as F-Secure and SSH
Communications, that focus on cybersecurity as their core business. (Table C.1)10
Table C.1 Selected Finnish defence companies
Company
Patria

Focus area
Manufactures armoured vehicles, mortar and ammunitions, lifecycle
support and maintenance services

Number of
employees
1475 (excl. land
division)11

Nammo Lapua

Manufactures ammunitions

15012

Sako

Manufactures SALW

N/A

Bittium

Provides communication solutions

68313

Cassidian Finland

Software, digital radio networks, radio terminals, mobile data

35014

applications
Forcit

Explosives, Insensitive Munitions (IM) technology

33015

Combitech

Cyber, technical

10016

Arctech Helsinki

Shipbuilding

140017

Source: RAND Europe

9

Patria. 2017. ‘Patria as part of the comprehensive security of 100-year old Finland.’ 5 December. As of 25
September 2018: https://www.patriamagazine.fi/en/patria-as-part-of-the-comprehensive-security-of-100-year-oldfinland/
10
Ministry of Defence of Finland. 2007. ‘Defence and Security Industrial Strategy.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/1151/PUTU_FINAL_in_English.pdf; Savola (2017)
11
Patria. n.d.a. ‘Konserni ja liiketoiminnat.’ As of 18 September 2018: https://www.patria.fi/fi/ura/konserni-jaliiketoiminnat
12
Nammo Lapua. n.d. ‘Lapua.’ As of 18 September 2018: https://www.nammo.com/who-weare/locations/finland/nammo-lapua/
13
Bittium.
n.d.
‘Personnel.’
As
of
18
September
2018:
https://www.bittium.com/about_bittium/facts_and_figures/personnel
14
Airbus. 2011.‘CASSIDIAN involved in building Jyväskylä into the Cyber Security Technology Centre of
Finland.’ As of 25 September 2018: http://company.airbus.com/news-media/press-releases/AirbusGroup/Financial_Communication/2011/10/20111004_cassidian_cybersecurity.html
15
Forcit. n.d. ‘Company.’ As of 25 September 2018: https://forcit.fi/en/forcit/company/
16
Saab. 2018a. ‘Saab inaugurates new development centre in Finland.’ As of 25 September 2018:
https://saabgroup.com/media/news-press/news/2018-01/saab-inaugurates-new-development-centre-in-finland/
17
Arctech. n.d. ’About us.’ As of 25 September 2018: http://arctech.fi/about-us/
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C.2. Overview of skills gaps and shortages
The Finnish DTIB faces stiff competition for skills in areas of emerging interest such as AI, cybersecurity,
cryptography and cryptology, as well as defence-specific business skills like marketing, exports and sales.

In 2017 almost 60 per cent of the Finnish 61 cyber companies surveyed reported a shortage of skilled
labour in the country.18 As a result, these companies have faced recruitment problems in areas including
cryptography, programming and identity and access management.19 Although historically Finland has a
strong indigenous skill base in information technology and engineering sciences,20 these skillsets require a
cross-over of knowledge and expertise from the technical sciences as well as defence domain or military
studies, making it challenging to fill these gaps. While these skills are not by nature specific to defence, the
talent pool available to the defence industry is shared with the civil sector which is able to offer high
salaries, meaning that these shortages affect the defence sector, as well if not more gravely.
The Finnish Armed Forces are reliant on industry for integration, maintenance and repair expertise of
defence equipment.21 Recognising the need to bolster defence innovation activity, the Finnish
government in 2017 announced plans to promote and intensify cooperation between industry, the Armed
Forces, and research and innovation bodies, which, if effective, would have a beneficial impact on the
availability of defence industrial skills.22 Cooperation with technical research centres and industry is
further facilitated by Finland’s conscription policy and its use of reserves, which provide access to relevant
civilian expertise to complement the resources of the Armed Forces in crisis situations and in turn
provides some defence sector knowledge to civilian industry employees.

C.3. National and regional policies and programmes
C.3.1. Overview of national and regional policies
Essential defence technology areas for Finland, for which the government focused on developing
indigenous expertise, include Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) technologies, material technologies and structural engineering,
technologies for multi-technology systems and systems engineering, as well as bio- and chemical

18

Savola, Reijo. 2017. ‘Current Level of Cybersecurity Competence and Future Development: Case Finland.’
Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Software Architecture: Companion Proceedings. As of 3 January 2019:
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3129790.3129804
19
Savola, Reijo. 2017. ‘Current Level of Cybersecurity Competence and Future Development: Case Finland.’
Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Software Architecture: Companion Proceedings. As of 3 January 2019:
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3129790.3129804
20
Savola, Reijo. 2017. ‘Current Level of Cybersecurity Competence and Future Development: Case Finland.’
Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Software Architecture: Companion Proceedings. As of 3 January 2019:
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3129790.3129804
21
Ministry of Defence of Finland. 2007. ‘Defence and Security Industrial Strategy.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/1151/PUTU_FINAL_in_English.pdf
22
Prime Minister's Office Publications. 2017. ‘Government's Defence Report.’ July 2017. As of 27 September
2018: https://www.defmin.fi/files/3688/J07_2017_Governments_Defence_Report_Eng_PLM_160217.pdf
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technologies and engineering.23 In 2012 Finland adopted new procurement legislation to align with rules
in Europe. These rules no longer mandate offsets by default but rather openness towards EU and non-EU
suppliers together with competition is the adopted approach. There is considerable scope for developing
cybersecurity and cryptology skills in Finland,24 as the 2013 Cyber Security Strategy introduced an

ambitious implementation plan outlining the need for more training and education in cyber skills. Since
2013, the range of cybersecurity education and training supply has broadened, with 14 universities and
polytechnics offering related courses in 2017. Relevant research is fostered at national research centres as
well as through the Finnish Cyber Security Centre of Excellence. More funding has been made available
for cyber training programmes, piloted in schools to test cyber security curricula as part of the country’s
strategy of introducing cyber security learning requirements into all education levels, from primary to
higher level.25

C.3.2. Overview of national and regional programmes
Finland’s National Defence University is a higher education military institution which is part of the
Finnish Defence Forces. While the National Defence University programmes benefit from cooperation
with industry, including mentorships and internships offering, the majority of defence-related skills
programmes are aimed at the Armed Forces rather than defence industry. However, the university also
offers courses aimed at defence industrial skills, such as procurement and management, including the
acquisition processes and technologies involved (see Table C.2). Specialised online courses and Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs), designed through partnership between public education institutions,
are available to students and the public in skills related to emerging technologies, such as coding and AI.
Table C.2 Overview of selected national and regional programmes
Programme

Career stage

Domain

Skills focus

National Defence

Mid-career

Cross-domain

Range of security and defence skills

University’s National

professionals

Defence Course
Elements of AI course

All stages

Cross-domain

AI skills

Finnish Center for AI

Youth and career

Cross-domain

Robotics, coding, AI skills

Schools Initiative

professionals

Aalto University and

Early-career

C4ISR

Radio

Saab cooperation

stage

agreement on

23

and

signal

processing,

technologies,

cognitive

systems,

microwave

systems,

sensor

Prime Minister's Office Publications. 2017. ‘Government's Defence Report.’ July 2017. As of 27 September
2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/3688/J07_2017_Governments_Defence_Report_Eng_PLM_160217.pdf;
Ministry of Defence of Finland (2007; 2013; 2017)
24
Savola, Reijo. 2017. ‘Current Level of Cybersecurity Competence and Future Development: Case Finland.’
Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Software Architecture
25
Ministry of Defence of Finland. 2013. ‘Finland´s Cyber security Strategy.’ As of 28 September 2018:
https://www.defmin.fi/files/2378/Finland_s_Cyber_Security_Strategy.pdf (p.31)
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research and

technologies, hydro-acoustics

education
Cross-domain

University of Helsinki

Both early-stage

Computer

bachelor’s and

and mid-career

research,

master’s degrees

professionals

and

data

science,

nanoscience,

statistics,

materials

mathematics

theoretical

and

computational methods, electronics and
industrial
engineering,

applications,
particle

software
and

computational physics
Kymeenlaakso

Both early-stage

Universisty of Applied

and mid-career

Sciences and

professionals

Cyber

Cyber security (defence and offensive),
cyber security business and networks

Metropolia University
of Applied Sciences
Cyber security courses
Source: RAND Europe

C.4. Industry-led skills policies and programmes
A significant amount of skills development occurs within companies as part of the on-the-job training and
mentoring programs, however little information on such programs is available for Finnish defence
industry companies. Patria, for example, runs a summer trainee program with positions available in
different parts of the company with the possibility to secure subsequent employment with the company.26
Most of the programmes identified are focused on training end users, with little information available on
skills programmes designed to upskill employees or potential recruits (either early or mid-career).

C.5. SWOT analysis of national and industry programmes
Based on identified defence capability requirements and recent acquisitions, it appears that existing
defence industrial skills programmes are aimed at addressing current skills needs. There is also a clear
alignment between the stated aims of Finland’s Cyber security strategy and the national programmes
designed to improve cyber competences. Government statements indicate a recognition of defence
industry as a locus of important competences and expertise in technologies of strategic importance, whilst
also recognising that links with foreign suppliers are needed to ensure competition and access to battlewinning equipment beyond the technical competences of Finland’s small local DTIB.27 There is a strong
focus on multidisciplinary and STEM programs. Aalto University’s Hackathon event, for example,
provides opportunities for students from civil and defence institutions to collaborate on projects and
MyTech focuses on involving youth in STEM education, attracting elementary students towards coding
and computer science. Several online courses in AI and cyber skills are available to the public for free;

26

Patria. n.d.b. ‘Summer Trainee.’ As of 18 September 2018: https://www.patria.fi/fi/ura/summer-trainee
Prime Minister's Office Publications. 2017. ‘Government's Defence Report.’ July 2017. As of 27 September
2018: https://www.defmin.fi/files/3688/J07_2017_Governments_Defence_Report_Eng_PLM_160217.pdf

27
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including through the Finnish Centre for AI. Amongst Finnish youth and graduates, there may be a
negative perception related to the defence industry and working within it which may impact recruitment
and even discourage some students from pursuing defence related skills degrees.
Figure C.2 SWOT analysis of national and regional programmes

Internal factors
Strengths

Weaknesses

The programs have the advantage of providing a
multidisciplinary education, combining practical and
theoretical education and training, including military
experience as part of some programmes (e.g. Aalto
University’s Hackathon; MyTech’s focus on youth in
STEM, coding and computer science).

Integration with military service coupled with
negative perceptions associated with working in
defence may discourage students from pursuing
defence related skills degrees.

Programmes provide the ability to complete MOOCs
for admission credits to higher level computer science
courses (e.g. Finnish Centre for AI) can be a
competitive advantage for students to gain entrance to
higher education.
There are technology-related courses
promote innovation (University of
University and Tampere University
including online courses in AI and
have a low barrier to entry and are
public for free.

available which
Helsinki, Aalto
of Technology),
cyber skills that
available to the

Some programs rely on voluntary uptake and
participation, notably online courses, which may not
incentivise students to complete programs and risks
low participation.
Since Finland procures a majority of its defence
equipment from abroad with limited manufacturing,
this also presents less opportunities for hands-on
experience that would be acquired through the
design or manufacturing process.

External factors
Opportunities

Threats

The courses in public institutions could benefit from
forging stronger ties with companies in the sector.

Graduates can receive competitive offers from nondefence specific private sector companies, which
could risk students not being incentivised to
specialise in defence.
Import reliance and funding limitations for defence
related skills programmes could pose a threat to a
focus on and funding for defence specific skills
programmes.

In light of the competitive environment to gain entry
into high level degrees, the MOOCs could provide an
important added value to the training and education
offering in Finland.

Source: RAND Europe
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